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David Oliver: Will we now see a serious attempt to
tackle social care funding?
David Oliver consultant in geriatrics and acute general medicine
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In Theresa May’s January reshuffle of her cabinet, Jeremy Hunt
received an upgrade to his job title: “and social care” was
appended to “secretary of state for health.”1 Is this a cosmetic
change, or does it indicate a real desire to drive through
meaningful reform?
For several parliaments, ministerial and civil service
responsibility for social care has been shared with two other
ministries, but mainly it’s been with the Department of Health.
Social care will reportedly now be brought entirely into the
Department of Health, with Hunt leading an inquiry into future
funding and provision.2

Over the past two decades we’ve seen several diligent
commissions make recommendations that no one had the
political courage to implement: for instance, the Sutherland
Commission in 19993 or the King’s Fund Barker Commission
in 2014.4 The economist Andrew Dilnot, in his 2011 government
commission on social care funding, recommended a
public-personal partnership with a cap for maximum
expenditure,5 but the idea was never implemented and was
recently terminated by ministers.6

The Care Act 2014 is an excellent piece of legislation in terms
of rights and responsibilities in adult social care and support for
carers, but it lacks the funding to make its principles and
ambitions a reality for people needing social services.7 8 We’ve
seen the same mismatch between rhetorical soundbites and the
required workforce and funding to make them a reality, in
government pledges on “parity of esteem” in mental health
services9 and on making the NHS the “safest in the world.”10

The public debate around social care is not helped by a childish
media narrative where reasonable suggestions are strangled at
birth with headlines about a “death tax” or a “dementia tax.”11-14

National policy often treats social care only in relation to what
it can do to help the NHS: additional funding has been heavily
attached to targets for reducing strain on hospitals,15 and the
recent Health Education England workforce strategy said little
coherent on the social care workforce.16 Beyond this, since 2010
we’ve seen a calculated and deliberate attack on local
government funding and, hence, social care.17

Before Hunt’s expanded role the government had announced a
green paper by summer 2018 on care and support for older
people.18 But its expert reference group comprises several people
long associated with the current muddle, and it has little carer
or user representation.19 It won’t deal with social care for
younger adults or children, and it will take some time to reach
the white paper stage, let alone legislative stages, with Brexit
dominating parliamentary business.
This dilettante, “too difficult” approach from successive
governments is too little, too late. The problems facing the social
care system are just the kind of thorny issue we elect
governments and employ civil servants to solve. I would salute
Hunt if we could break this cycle of denial and delay. But history
tells us that, however good the plans, the Treasury will have the
final say and may block them yet again. I hope that we’re on
the threshold of meaningful reform—but I’m not holding my
breath.
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